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What Does the Bible Say About...
2011-08

does exploring the bible seem like a daunting task do you often find yourself relying on the words of others
instead of looking to the bible for answers do you think end times prophecy is too confusing for you to
comprehend if so you are not alone velyn cooper is here to help in an approachable but intelligent style velyn
cooper helps readers explore some of the most confusing topics in the bible she provides thoughtful biblical
commentary that encourages readers to delve deeper into scripture as she walks them through genesis to
revelation she carefully analyzes scriptures surrounding such topics as the creation of the world what it means
to call jesus the son of god and the future resurrection of saints and establishment of the new earth by
journeying with her you will develop more cohesive understanding of the bible that you will be able to apply to
your own personal study if you have been asking yourself what does the bible say then come find out

The Bible Says...
2000-03-29

most of us begins to read the bible trying to understand our creator god and find out the way to escape from
this troublesome world while struggling to cope with this fast running modern society and survive but reading
through the bible alone would take a year and yet finding out what it says is still another story so many of us
close the bible before flipping over several pages and come back to wandering again for the same reason of
enormous amount of scriptures and the difficulty to understand simply we are trapped in this busy world of devil
and the devil does not allow us to think about where we come from where we go to and why we live in this
world that was stated in the bible as dead saying and another of his disciples said unto him lord suffer me first
to go and bury my father but jesus said unto him follow me and let the dead bury their dead matthew8 22 as
the result we just go to church for self relief and follow the instructions of the church for no reason and say we
obey to god yet still we do not know what god says leaving every teaching of religious people and traditional
religious idea behind i tried to hear from god directly through the bible based upon solid rock foundation of
common sense that the truth never changes i did not hesitate to go to the extreme to stand on that foundation
and i believe that extreme faith gave me understanding divine only god who is in extreme high place as the
bible says no one can come to me unless the father who sent me draws him and i will raise him up on the last
day john 6 44 this book is not intended to draw people into belief but to guide god s people that are lost in other
words it is only for sons of god it doesn t necessarily mean that my way is the best way so anybody who knows
the way should follow own way

The Bible Says So!
2014-12-05

is it possible to apply teachings from the bible to our world today given the vast differences between biblical
times and ours biblical passages are often taken out of context and interpreted to support a particular viewpoint
or justify a particular action the bible says so examines the origins of well known biblical stories from adam and
eve the flood and the tower of babel to the birth of jesus his resurrection and the writings of st paul the book
argues that the meaning of these stories becomes apparent when we read between the lines using the
techniques of biblical scholars the bible says so explores the original intentions of the biblical writers in their
particular context and examines key biblical values the book does justice to the origins of the biblical text whilst
also affirming the relevance of the bible today

What the Bible Says about Praying
2013-07-01

when you need a quick bible reference on key life issues like god s will your emotions praying and worship turn
to the what the bible says about series these brand new books are a concise easy to read resource on the
contemporary topics that affect you every book features 12 sections each addressing a common question
relating to the overall topic within each section 2 to 6 related categories provide specific bible verses that
address the questions and each section ends with a practical wrap up to help readers apply the scripture one
moment at a time these what the bible says about books are priced right at less than 5 each
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Balanced Doctrine
2008-03

dr a p c cumming uses a scientific and systematic investigation to carefully unveil religious truth in spite of the
current factious dogma equipping young christians and encouraging churchgoers to seek balanced doctrine
after a necessary foundational section the book examines certain important biblical subjects often
misunderstood and causing problems among different denominations the book should also serve as a reference
work on these subjects and contains over 500 biblical quotations

What Does the Bible Say about Education
2023-03-20

what does the bible say about education invites readers to accept god s invitation to become lifelong learners
an invitation embedded in the biblical narrative embodied in the person of jesus and still relevant today bringing
together biblical stories historical context and contemporary insights from scholars of education this book
demonstrates that we are surrounded by opportunities to learn

They Say It's Spiritual, But What Does the Bible Say?
2020-01-31

i feel assured that i am firmly in the one true church of christ i must live accordingly for the hope that is mine to
gain or lose yes the scripture is right where jesus christ said he would bring a sword referring that some will
believe and some will not the most important thing i seek is that you read and truly study the bible and follow

What the Bible Says ...
2018-02-07

what the bible says is a topical bible study designed for evangelism the seven lessons address key topics that
will help others to be saved the student handouts and student worksheets can be duplicated at no additional
cost

Big Questions: What Does the Bible Say?
2022

the big questions series of apologetics booklets are designed to provide readers with straightforward answers to
some of the most commonly asked questions about the christian faith with a concise and portable format these
booklets are a valuable resource and study tool to equip christians of all ages to discuss and clearly share the
truth hope and practical compatibility of christianity in everyday life the big questions series includes carefully
curated informative articles from leading christian apologists and worldview scholars including andy mclean j p
moreland jimmy h davis stephen c meyer mark linville walter bradley scott b rae c john collins john a bloom and
william a dembski

What the Bible Says About Jesus
2022-11-03

there are eight chapters in what the bible says about jesus starting with the first promise in genesis 3 15 going
through his eternal kingdom in revelation it illustrates that jesus was more than just a man but is also god he
has no beginning nor ending aeuroewherefore he is able to save them to the uttermost that came unto god by
him seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them aeur hebrews 7 25

What the Bible Says About...
2012-06-05

what the bible says about timely issues the bible covers a vast array of subjects but many people don t know
how to find what it says about a specific issue including over 200 popular topics this easy to use reference will
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give readers the answers they re looking for god has something to say about almost any issue readers are
wondering about from expected topics such as heaven and hell to surprising ones like the environment
homosexuality abortion the death penalty birth control poverty civil disobedience and immigration they ll find
easy to access trustworthy answers straight from god s word

What the Bible Says About God the Ruler
2000-10-24

telling the whole story is both a book about preaching and reading the narratives of the hebrew bible john c
holbert phd in hebrew bible was a longtime teacher of preaching and hebrew bible at perkins school of theology
southern methodist university having retired in 2012 after thirty three years in this volume he combines his two
skills of careful narrative reading and imaginative story preaching to offer the first comprehensive look at this
particular kind of sermon proclamation the reader will also find here an introduction to the long history of story
preaching in the history of the church as well as a primer both in ways to read the narratives more effectively
and ways to preach several varieties of story sermons

What Does God Say About That?
2013-02-15

selected writings from the rule with commentary

Eternity, what does the Bible say of it? A concordance of texts on
the subject
1880

politicians and pundits regularly invoke the bible in social and political debates on a host of controversial social
and political issues including abortion stem cell research gay marriage the death penalty separation of church
and state family values climate change income distribution teaching evolution in schools taxation school prayer
aid for the poor and immigration but is the bible often used out of context in these major debates this book
includes essays by fourteen biblical scholars who examine the use of the bible in political debates uncovering
the original historical contexts and meanings of the biblical verses that are commonly cited the contributors
take a non confessional approach rooted in non partisan scholarship to show how specific texts have at times
been distorted in order to support particular views at the same time they show how the bible can sometimes
make for unsettling reading in the modern day the key questions remain what does the bible really say should
the bible be used to form public policy

The Bible Says . . .
2013-02-26

animals fill our world with their presence and so many of us create deep and meaningful relationships with them
but are they here just as temporary enjoyment or is there a deeper revelation as to why god created them
thankfully god did reveal his heart to us we don t have to wonder about such things as will my pet be in heaven
or is it wrong to eat an animal nestled in the pages of scripture there are so many wonderful truths and lots of
answers to our questions giving us incredible insight about animals

What Does the Bible Say?.
1994

this book is a clear readable study of what the bible actually teaches about the holy spirit the author writes have
you ever tried to convince a person that one day they will stand before god and answer for every idle word they
have uttered and every thought they have had and every feeling that passed through their minds have you ever
tried to convince anyone that they are going to be judged for their whole life and that things they have
forgotten for years will be brought up again have you ever tried to convince somebody that this is true you
never will people today don t believe there is a judgment they don t believe in hell they don t believe in
anything like that how will we convince them the answer is the holy spirit will convince the world not the church
of sin and righteousness and judgment when someone is convinced of those three things they are ripe for the
gospel ready for the saviour they want to know how they can escape how can i get out of this terrible dilemma i
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am bad god is perfectly good when i meet him face to face i shall have to run from him how can i get out of this
then you can tell them jesus died for you jesus died that you might be forgiven he died to make you good that
you might go at last to heaven saved by his precious blood that is when the gospel comes in

St. Benedict
2016-09-22

is the bible true offers a lively down to earth look at the origins and nature of the bible minister david ord and
biblical historian robert coote address many of the questions raised when ordinary lay readers come face to face
with dilemmas posed by modern biblical scholarship part i begins with the question of how the bible should be
read is the bible true traces the experience of a person who has grown up reading the bible literally but who on
closer inspection discovers that literally is not nearly literal enough the study of scripture that ensues leads to a
new approach to reading the bible and uncovering its meaning for today part ii asks how the bible came to be
who began the writing process and when how were the books collected into the form we know now exactly what
kind of book is the bible part iii shows how understanding the history and reality of the bible can make reading it
a more meaningful experience especially in sorting out the difficult issues that confront us every day is the bible
true succeeds in showing how a more sophisticated understanding of the scriptures can enhance rather than
undermine faith it is required reading for everyone who reads and studies the bible

The Bible in Political Debate
1975

at some point every christian wonders what is god s will for me in this situation there are many situations for
which scripture doesn t provide a black and white answer in this book adapted from his larger work christian
ethics wayne grudem helps readers stop overcomplicating god s will and instead embrace the different ways
they acquire wisdom for daily life he lays out guidelines for making decisions both big and small after looking at
the 4 dimensions of every action the action itself attitudes motives and results grudem works through 9 sources
of information and guidance both objective information from the bible information from studying the situation
information about ourselves advice from others changed circumstances and subjective the conscience the heart
the human spirit and the holy spirit readers will gain insight into how to make the right decisions about
situations that arise in their lives

What the Bible Says
198?

the bible is the foundational text for jews and christians but most people having little knowledge of what it
actually says feel less than uncomfortable navigating its pages what the bible really tells us solves this problem
providing a thorough yet accessible guide to the good book and the ways in which it can enrich one s life
opening with a 60 second super easy bible quiz to test your knowledge author t j wray then provides essential
background information to arm readers with tools necessary to read and interpret passages on their own and
with these tools in hand wray helps readers explore what the bible really says about key issues today including
suffering heaven and hell gender and sexuality the environment what the bible really tells us is an indispensable
guide for individuals and groups interested in gaining a fuller understanding of the bible and the timeless
lessons it imparts

1,000 Years of Peace
2002-08-27

have you wondered what gods intentions are or if he has intentions for you answers to these questions and
more are found in unearthing your heavenly election which reveals the logical love in gods choosing of you to
be in heaven with him eternally unearthing your heavenly election is a compilation of verses from the old and
new testaments progressively arranged to uncover the sensible reasoning behind predestination as an added
bonus you will learn the parallel doctrine in the bible that will relieve comfort and empower your christian walk
that is the doctrine of eternal security you will find answers to questions like how can you claim jesus chose me
when i am the one who chose jesus can people lose their salvation why would some people not be chosen study
in depth jesus separation of the goats from his sheep and come to understand his parables of the talents wheat
and tares take advantage of the included glossary for simple definitions of commonly used christian words
viewed in the light of election start enjoying your christian walk as you shed vague ideas concerning salvation
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and instead embrace the clarity and intensity of it release your grip on guilt and let it fall away as you discover
more love than you have ever known lose the confusion you have had about gods saving grace and find the
answers to questions you have been afraid to ask come to a place of peace and relaxation with yourself and
with god

The Bible Says 1830
2020-02-21

in summary i would like to bring to mind jesus s words in luke 24 44 45 that all things must be fulfilled which
were written in the law of moses and in the prophets and in the psalms concerning me then opened he their
understanding that they might understand the scriptures jesus opened the disciples understanding that they
would see fulfilled prophecy our understanding can likewise be opened up when we allow the bible to speak the
bible is its own best commentary in this book you will be able to see how jesus fulfilled prophecy concerning
himself and his kingdom church many of the radio and television preachers are mistaken when they preach on
the second coming of christ they misunderstand how the many prophecies they use have already been fulfilled
in christ s first coming and in the establishment of the church kingdom they misunderstand the many figurative
and symbolic statements used by the prophets in the old testament the new testament writers were revealed
the fulfilment of these prophecies it is important to remember that figurative passages must always be
understood in light of easy to understand passages and any interpretation of a difficult passage that contradicts
a plain passage cannot be correct god bless those of you who read this book that you will be like the early
bereans in that they received the word of god with all readiness of mind and searched the scriptures daily
whether those things are so or not acts 17 10 11

What the Bible Says About Animals
2014

do you ever wonder about what happens when you die does everyone really go to a better place or is there a
real place called hell where only bad people go you could spend countless hours pondering or debating if hell is
just a made up place who s destined to end up there or how to escape it but why not put your worries to rest
and go to the source of all answers god s word in this enlightening booklet andrew clearly and simply points out
what the bible really says about hell and how you can make the right choice about where you want to be after
this life

What the Bible Says about the Holy Spirit
2018-03-07

is the bible true is god s word relevant to our lives today are science and the bible at odds author joan keener
has cultivated a wonderful collection of biblical statements and events that were verified by scientists
thousands of years later whether it s the stars in the sky the sands of the seashore or the creatures of the earth
and sky all of god s creations declare his glory the bible is the true and living word of god not only has it
predicted what scientists have later proven true but it has also been a source for truth for many scientists
puzzling over mysteries whenever science makes a new breakthrough just remember that the bible said it first

Is the Bible True?
2004-01-01

my purpose for writing this study is not to dazzle you with a lot of theories but to get you to ask what does the
bible say not what does men say it says sense i am just a simple country preacher i have tried to keep this
study as simple as possible my hope is this study will lead people to a better understanding of what god is and
has been trying to tell mankind i want those that use this study guide to come away from it with a better
knowledge of the purpose of each and every book of the bible lets begin by looking at the very basics the bible
is 66 different book written by many different writers over a period of 1500 to 2000 years what that means is it
is one book that took a lot of writers a long time to write every book in the bible has a purpose and it will be the
purpose of this study to explore what that purpose might be the basic question we will be trying to answer of
each book is why did god place this book in the bible we will not be doing an in depth theology study of the
contends of each book but rather we will be looking at the reason that the book is in the bible each and every
book is special and tells us something we need to know to be able to fulfill god s will on this earth each book of
the bible is important and has a reason for being in the bible i know that there are some books that are hard to
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understand so are seldom read that doses not mean that they should not be studied it means that we should try
harder to find out what god was saying we should not just set those books aside as not of any use the truth is
the bible without all of it s parts is not the bible the only way to study the bible is first pray for guidance and
second allow the holy spirit to guide you

What Does the Bible Say About
2020-04-16

can you believe the holy bible understanding the answer to this question is one of the most important pieces of
information you can possess yet people go through life unsure whether the bible is fact or fraud they simply don
t take the time to address this life altering question some say the bible is just a collection of stories and fables
some acknowledge that the bible is good historical literature but they don t think it applies in today s world
others think it is ok to read as long as you don t have something else to do but is this really a good way to treat
information that can make a difference in this life as well as the one to come some people don t turn to the bible
until they find themselves in a severe crisis many a person in prison held hostage recovering from a drug
addiction or experiencing a terrible tragedy finally turns to the bible for encouragement and direction but what
good is this if we aren t sure that what the bible says is true you don t have to wait until you are in the middle of
a severe crisis to read or prove the bible s validity for today start today to understand how the bible harmonizes
with science is verified by archaeology and offers insight for the best life possible read this bible study aid
booklet is the bible true and start getting the answers chapters in this ebook one of the world s most popular
books in their own words great men and women who highly respected the bible the bible in the modern world
humanity s bias against the supernatural the bible and astronomy earth s age does the bible indicate a time
interval between the first and second verses of genesis the bible and archaeology cyrus of persia the words of a
prophet come to pass a staggering archaelogical discovery the mighty assyrian empire emerges from the dust
king david s existence verified by inscription does archaeology confirm the existence of specific people
mentioned in the bible the bible and science the biblical authors men of god and science bible and prophecy
modern conditions were foretold in scripture many centuries ago the bible and you does the bible contain errors
inside this bible study aid ebook science cannot of itself tell us why the earth and the physical creation exist
wrote carl sagan why it happened is the greatest mystery we know that it happened is reasonably clear but the
bible tells us why nutritionist david meinz says that even though we may not understand all aspects of the
biblical dietary laws we would be wise to follow them the understanding of some major prophetic events is
crucial as a guide to comprehending where we stand chronologically in god s plan the bible is the lone
trustworthy guide in these matters

What the Bible Says about How to Know God's Will
2011-09-16

readers will be shocked and surprised when they discover what the bible really says about war intolerance
marriage and divorce capital punishment government and many other issues some of the world s foremost
authorities have contributed to this lively collection that shows that what the bible says is far more important
that what its interpreters say

What the Bible Really Tells Us
2014-09-23

for readers of tim lahaye and john hagee comes a thoughtful exploration of what happens in eternity relying on
key biblical prophecies renowned scholar dr john f walvoord explains what the bible teaches about heaven and
hell how life on earth affects life in heaven why god gives both judgment and grace and how christians can find
comfort amid earthly suffering what the bible says about your future opens a door for god to speak to readers
hearts and minds about their heavenly future here they will find hope in knowing that god cares deeply about
them now and forever

Unearthing Your Heavenly Election
2019-11-13
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What the Bible Says about the Future
2023-10-24
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2023-06-06
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2014-02
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